
 
 

    

 
EVA, the European media localisation, accessibility and audiobook versioning specialist, 
with facilities in France, Germany and Spain, announces the full integration of its French 

operations into one company, and a further evolution of its brands. 

Paris, Berlin, Madrid, 31 May 2022: The localisation business known as EVA that has been 
operating as a stand-alone company under the leadership of Angel Martin since Eclair 
group’s reorganisation in early 2020, has merged its French businesses Eclair V&A and 
ST’501 into one, now operating as EVA France ST’501.  
 
In Germany EVA’s brands until recently known as Eclair Studios Germany – Christa Kistner 
Synchronproduktion GmbH and Studio7 will now operate as EVA Germany Christa Kistner 
Synchronproduktion and EVA Germany Studio7 respectively, whilst the Spanish brand 
known as Tecnison, will operate as EVA Spain Tecnison. 
 
To celebrate the group’s history and its local brands, EVA’s new logos include these well-
known brands. 
 

                   

  
Following this brand update and to be easily contactable, from now on all EVA’s teams will 
start using @eva-localisation.com email addresses. 
 
EVA France ST’501 facilities are located in Vanves (Paris) & Strasbourg, and provide 
versioning and accessibility services including dubbing, multi-lingual subtitling, live subtitling 
and audiobook services.  
EVA Germany Christa Kistner Synchronproduktion facilities are in Berlin and EVA Germany 
Studio7 in Karlsruhe, providing versioning and accessibility services.  
EVA Spain Tecnison facilities are located in Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia, offering 
versioning and accessibility services including dubbing, subtitling and audiobook services.  
 
EVA’s facilities in Paris (Vanves), Berlin, Madrid and Barcelona all participate in the industry 
recognised security audit by TPN and are part of Netflix’s NP3 program. 



 
 

    

ABOUT EVA 

With offices in France, Germany and Spain, EVA performs localisation services, including 
script adaptation, voice casting, dubbing, lip-sync recording and mixing, as well as 
accessibility services such as live subtitling and multilingual versioning and audio 
description, providing services to broadcasters, theatrical releases, VOD/SVOD platforms, 
OTT channels, audiobooks and podcasts. 
 
Press contact: 
 
Manel Carreras, CCO 
Tel: + 44 7922 153950  
manel.carreras@eva-localisation.com 


